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Contemplative Studies and Hinduism: Meditation, Devotion, Prayer, and WorshipRoutledge, 2020

	
		This book is one of the first wide-ranging academic surveys of the major types and categories of Hindu contemplative praxis. It explores diverse spiritual and religious practices within the Hindu traditions and Indic hermeneutical perspectives to understand the intricate culture of meditative communion and contemplation, devotion,...
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Encyclopedia of World Cultures: Russia and Eurasia/ChinaMacmillan Technical, 1994
This project began in 1987 with the goal of assembling a basic reference source that provides accurate, clear, and concise descriptions of the cultures of the world. We wanted to be as comprehensive and authoritative as possible: comprehensive, by providing descriptions of all the cultures of each region of the world or by describing a...
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Rough Computing: Theories, Technologies and ApplicationsIGI Global, 2007
Rough set theory is a new soft computing tool which deals with vagueness and uncertainty. It has attracted the attention of researchers and practitioners worldwide, and has been successfully applied to many fields such as knowledge discovery, decision support, pattern recognition, and machine learning.
Rough Computing: Theories,...
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CCNP Quick Reference (Quick Reference Sheets)Cisco Press, 2008
As a final exam preparation tool, the CCNP Quick Reference provides a concise review of all objectives on the four CCNP exams, including BSCI (642-901), BCMSN (642-812), ISCW (642-825) and ONT (642-845). This book provides you with detailed, graphical-based information, highlighting only the key topics in cram-style format. The easy-to-reference...
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Image Processing: Principles and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Image processing—from basics to advanced applications
Learn how to master image processing and compression with this outstanding state-of-the-art reference. From fundamentals to sophisticated applications, Image Processing: Principles and Applications covers multiple topics and provides a fresh perspective on future directions and...
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Internet of Things and Analytics for Agriculture, Volume 2 (Studies in Big Data)Springer, 2020

	
		This book addresses major challenges faced by farmers and the technological solutions based on Internet of Things (IoT). A major challenge in agriculture is cultivating and supplying high-quality produce at the best. Currently, around 50% of global farm produce never reaches the end consumer due to wastage and suboptimal prices. The...
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Silk: Trade and Exchange along the Silk Roads between Rome and China in Antiquity (Ancient Textiles Series)Oxbow Books, 2017

	"Already in Greek and Roman antiquity a vibrant series of exchange relationships existed between the Mediterranean regions and China, including the Indian subcontinents along well-defined routes we call the Silk Roads. Among the many goods that found their way from East to West and vice versa were glass, wine, spices, metals like iron,...
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Coming Full Circle: The Seneca Nation of Indians, 1848–1934 (Volume 17) (New Directions in Native American Studies Series)University of Oklahoma Press, 2019

	
		The disastrous Buffalo Creek Treaty of 1838 called for the Senecas’ removal to Kansas (then part of the Indian Territory). From this low point, the Seneca Nation of Indians, which today occupies three reservations in western New York, sought to rebound. Beginning with events leading to the Seneca Revolution in 1848, which...
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The Man Who Knew Infinity: A Life of the Genius RamanujanWashington Square Press, 1991
'An exquisite portrait...the rarest of literary achievements...Ramanujan's tale is the stuff of fable' LOS ANGELES TIMES 'an exciting and thoughtful book... should catch the imagination of any reader- even the reader with little mathematical background.' INDEPENDENT 'This is a fine example of a work of popularising mathematics, and deserves a wide...
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Rails Recipes: Rails 3 EditionPragmatic Bookshelf, 2012

	
	
		If I were to buy a real recipe book—you know, a book about cooking food—I
	
		wouldn’t be looking for a book that tells me how to dice vegetables or how to
	
		use a skillet. I can find that kind of information in an overview about cooking.
	


	
		A recipe book is about how to make food you might...
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No Beast So Fierce: The Terrifying True Story of the Champawat Tiger, the Deadliest Animal in HistoryWilliam Morrow, 2020

	
		The astonishing true story of the man-eating tiger that claimed a record 437 human lives

	
		“Thrilling. Fascinating. Exciting.” —Wall Street Journal • "Riveting. Haunting.” —Scientific American

	
		Nepal, c....
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Bhagavad G?t? and Leadership: A Catalyst for Organizational Transformation (Palgrave Studies in Workplace Spirituality and Fulfillment)Springer, 2019

	
		This book shows how the Bhagavad G?t? (part of the great Indian epic ? the Mah?bh?rata) can be approached as a powerful tool for change management and as a catalyst for organizational transformation. It presents time-tested leadership strategies drawn from the Bhagavad G?t? that are relevant for today’s leaders. This book focuses...
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